
CAMHLAB Proposal Application FAQ

● Where is CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Hub and Community Support located?
○ CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Hub is located at POST, formerly Barbara

Davis Post Office located in Historic Freedmen’s Town. (This location will
provide access to meeting rooms, coworking desks and printers.
Additionally, Houston Freedmen’s Town Staff and the HFTC x CAMH Lead
Research Fellow offices are located here.)

○ CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Community Support is located at
Freedmen’s Town Association. (This location provides direct access to the
community of Freedmen’s Town and is managed by HFTC x CAMH
Engagement Manager)

● Where is CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Hub Programming and Engagement
located?

○ CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Hub Programming and Engagement is
located at: Bethel Church Historic Site , Wylie Park, Carnegie Vanguard
High School Amphitheatre, Carnegie Vanguard Gymnasium, Freedmen’s
Town Association, and Mt. Carmel Missionary Baptist Church Labyrinth.

● How long is the residency?
○ The duration of each residency spans one month, over the months of:

April, May, June, July, August, September, and October.
○ Applicants should note any schedule restrictions or flexibility they may

have.

● What resources does the Museum have available to me as a CAMHLAB resident?
○ CAMH will provide CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town artist(s) in residency an

honorarium of $1,500 for the duration of their residency month.

The CAMHLAB Honorarium includes and covers the artist(s)-in-residence
full participation in all aspects of the CAMHLAB residency including
participation in public programming, culmination performance and/or
residency activities/activations, workshops, supplies, participating
collaborator fees, etc. Additional funding towards the residency above
the honorarium is at the discretion and responsibility of the
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artist(s)-in-residence. CAMH will also help in documentation of residency
(process, artwork, events), press release and social media promotion, a
feature on CAMH’s website and newsle�ers, public programs support, etc.

● Can I sell art or merchandise on site as a CAMHLAB resident?
○ Though we encourage CAMHLAB artist(s) to use their time at CAMHLAB to

share their work with potential collectors and buyers, CAMH requests that
CAMHLAB artist(s)-in-residence not use their residency specifically for
selling artwork or merchandise. Artists are able to sell products or
merchandise only at their public programs. Artists interested in selling
products or merchandise during their CAMHLAB residency must complete
a merchandise agreement through CAMH's Retail Department. Sales are
not authorized until the agreement is signed. Please contact the CAMH
Shop at shop@camh.org for more information.

● Can I charge admission to any or all public programs?
○ CAMHLAB public programs should be aligned with CAMH: Admission is

always free.

● Can I charge admission to invite-only events that are in addition to the required
two monthly public programs?

○ CAMHLAB public programs should be aligned with CAMH: Admission is
always free.

● Can I ask for outside monetary or supply donations as part of my residency,
including event admission?

○ Artists interested in soliciting outside monetary or supply donations
during their CAMHLAB residency must do so in collaboration with CAMH's
Development Department. Donation requests are not authorized until the
agreement is signed. Please contact Public Programs and CAMHLAB
Manager ytorres@camh.org to be put in touch with the appropriate staff
member at CAMH.

● What is the difference between a CAMHLAB residency and a CAMH exhibition?
○ CAMHLAB is an ongoing artist-in-residence initiative that gives space and

assistance to artists. Our goal for this initiative is to directly support
artists working in partnership with the Museum and Houston Freedmen’s
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Town Conservancy to experiment, to develop new work, and to cultivate
ideas in the Historic Houston Freedmen’s Town Community. This residency
aims to connect artists and audiences through catalytic and unexpected
experiences of contemporary art. CAMHLAB is intended for the creation
and exploration of new ideas and work, both focusing on the artist’s
creative process and culminating in a project. CAMHLAB is spearheaded
through CAMH’s Educations and Public Programs team. CAMH’s current
and future exhibitions are spearheaded by CAMH’s Curatorial team.

● What materials and tools are allowed at CAMHLAB Freedmen’s Town?
○ The artist is fully responsible for returning the Hub, studio, community

programming & engagement location to its original condition and
returning the key following the activation period. The artist is also
responsible for patching holes and repainting walls, sweeping/mopping
floors, removing trash, and breaking down installations etc. as necessary.
Therefore, materials and tools should be aligned with this need and
accessibility of the location.

Drilling/noise is allowed after hours only (6PM-6AM)

● What materials and tools are not allowed at Freedmen’s Town?
○ No hazardous, poisonous, oily, and/or flammable materials, open flames,

fireworks or candles, spray paint, gli�er, stickers, silly string, sand,
sawdust, or other similar materials are allowed.

● Is there a sink or water source accessible in the space?
○ CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Hub has a mop sink in the bathroom storage

area. Each individual location does not have a sink or water source.

● Can I work on different installations throughout the residency?
○ Yes. You are welcome to work on as many installations or projects during

and in line with your residency as you wish. Please include details in your
proposal.

● Can I invite other artists to collaborate during a series of performances?
○ Yes. You are welcome to collaborate with additional artists during your

residency. Please include details in your proposal, such as number of
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artists, artists names, etc. The CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town Honorarium
includes and covers the artist(s)-in-residence full participation in all
aspects of the CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town residency including
participation in public programming, culmination performance and/or
residency activities/activations, workshops, supplies, participating
collaborator fees, etc. Please keep in mind that the honorarium remains
the same regardless of number of artists or programs.

● Are there limitations to sound-based projects/Would you foresee any potential
problems with other businesses who occupy that building per sound projects
(with subwoofers, deep bass, experimental sounds)?

○ Both CAMHLAB HUB and public program locations will be located in the
Historic Freedmen’s Town Community. Applicants are asked to consider
nearby neighbors, schools and churches when considering sound-based
projects or projects that incorporate sound.

○ No loud or offensive music/ noise or other actions that would constitute a
nuisance or would disturb or interfere with the activities of Freedmen’s
Town residents. Therefore, sound-based projects are welcome if they are
able to remain within the space itself, not bleeding heavily into the
adjacent neighboring community. If your public programs or residency
activities require music or sound (that exceeds the level of ambient
sound), please notify CAMHLAB with details including dates/times in
which music/sound will be played so that HFTC may notify the community
in advance.

● Is there any flexibility on the 8-hour Thursday-Sunday on-site requirement?
Could those hours be fulfilled on other days of the week? Or if I didn’t fulfill 8
hours in one week, could they be made up in another week (as long as the total
on-sight hours are fulfilled)?

○ CAMHLAB residents are asked to commit 8 hours on-site between
Thursday-Sunday. This can include the time for your community
engagement program.

● Does CAMH envision that the spaces are open for visitors outside the required
open studio hours and events? If yes, will there be someone to oversee the
spaces or do they need to be safe/accessible/open without supervision?
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○ CAMH envisions the space will only be open to the public during the
agreed upon hours of operation with the artist(s). If a private visit is
required by CAMH staff or HFTC staff, it will be in cooperation with the
CAMHLAB at Freedmen’s Town artist-in-resident(s)

● Is there an age restriction to Public Programs?
○ No

● There will be no illegal drug use on any premises intended for CAMHLAB use.

● Schedule a ZOOM CHAT or PHONE CALL with YET and Mich Stevenson by emailing
ytorres@camh.org.
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